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Why would a child enjoy a Big Book of the Cosmos for Kids (Picture Book)? If you have a child that

is inspired by the solar system and the planets, they will absolutely love a Big Book of the Cosmos

for Kids. It is a picture book that shows magnificent photos of our solar systems planets and other

planetary bodies. Likewise, explaining just what all these things are. Hollywood produces many sci-fi

movies involving the solar systems. So it should be no surprise that children would enjoy a book

about the cosmos as well. Even if the explanations are hard to understand, it will spark their

curiosity and make them wonder about the heavens above us.
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ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Big Book of the Cosmos for KidsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is a 50 page book with lots of

great photographs and illustrations. Each major section of the book include excellent vocabulary

words, definitions, and several interesting facts related to the topic. These sections are: the

universe, galaxy, star, black hole, solar system, planets (leach planet is detailed planets with

interesting facts that include mass, moons, surface temperature, and more), dwarf planets,



asteroids, comet, moon, and the sun.This book is relatively short concise as far as content goes so

that it will hold short attention spans well. I would also like to add that this is not an easy reader for

children though because there are a few tough words so parents will most likely have to actually

read this aloud for their younger children. As a teacher and a mother, I would probably recommend

that this book is most suitable for approximate ages 4-10. As a mom and a teacher, this would also

be a great book to have on a device in your classroom for children to be able to enjoy in a reading

center.I purchased this product at a free or discounted price in exchange for my honest, unbiased

opinion. My reviews are based on real, personal trial of the product. I rely on reviews before I buy,

so I know how important they are when looking to get a good quality product worthy of your hard

earned money. I am completely honest with my reviews because I want people to be able to

purchase what they need or want with confidence. I have no connection to the seller. The free or

discounted price did not influence my opinion in any way! If you liked my review and felt it helped

you, please let me know by answering the question below and clicking the

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“YesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• button. Thanks!

I love this kind of book, even though it's targeted towards children, because they usually have

amazing photographs, and I like to have several in my Kindle e-book library just to mix up my

collection; some of the "children's books" are truly works of art that I love to look at again and again.

This ebook, Big Book of the Cosmos for Kids...by Speedy Publishing ( my favorite for this genre, by

the way), however, was not what I expected at all. There were some great illustrations, but not the

mind blowing photographs I've come to expect from these guys, and instead of a few sentences

every couple of pages that don't cover the pictures, there were a few paragraphs on each page, a

LOT of writing. This read more like a textbook than the coffee table type books that I usually get

from this company. It's a perfect book for someone who really wants to learn about astronomy, and

does have some interesting content. It's practically impossible to read this on anything smaller than

a tablet. I tried to read this on my phone with the kindle app, and there was so much text crammed

on each page, it was way too small to read. I was pretty underwhelmed by this one, but I'll continue

to order from this company, because I love the other works by them that I've checked out.I received

this ebook at a discounted rate for my honest and unbiased review. If this helped anyone out there

please check yes. Thanks.

A fairly well written book for older kids. It has a lot of information and is not for small children unless

youjust show them the pictures. It starts with the big bang theory and even if your belief system



does notinclude this children need to know (for higher education purposes) this information. I went

to a collegethat only taught the Biblical creation story and when I went on in higher education it was

a good thing Ihad listened in public school to other ideas. I know I had some friends who never went

to public schooland never learned alternative theories and they were behind other students due to

this. Better to be welleducated than to have a closed mind no matter what your belief system. This

teaches kids what sciencetells them about the universe. My kids know both and are learning more

about things outside their beliefsystem every day. It does not at all change their beliefs taught to

them when they were very small. My8 year old liked this book and had no problem reading it

because he reads at a 12 year old's level dueto me teaching my children to read by the time they

are 4 years old. A normal 8 year old would strugglewith the concepts and large words if he had no

help in understanding the information provided.There are some editing problems and formatting is

an issue for me.I received this book free in exchange for my honest review.
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